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BAVARIA 46 HOLIDAY

CONCEPT
Demands made by charter customers on a
sailing yacht are very specific.
The yacht should have an uncomplicated
handling, should have generous space
on and below deck and should be sailing fast as well as comfortable.
In the past this allround profile of
demands was very expensive to make real.
Costs for respective ship constructions
have been truly high and as a result
of this prices per berth rosé significant ly.
BAVARIA Yachtbau GmbH in Giebelstadt, Germany now has placed the
Bavaria 46 Holiday on keel. This yacht
occupies with its price-performance ratio
a market position beyond competition.
Therefore charter companies are now enabled to create prices with a terrific
market acceptance as well as satisfy investors at the same time with a high yield.
For the yard this concept was made possible
by a consequent increase in the manufacture's
productivity. The financial advantage is
therefore surrendered to end-users in full.
LINE
Flowing, flat and extended - with its
classic-beautifui design, this new
BAVARIA 46 Holiday belongs to the most
elegant yachts in the world. The new
Bavaria line is consequently continued;
sporty and elegant are BAVARIA YACHTS
drawn by J & J Design.
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COCKPIT
Especially charter guests care much
for a sailing yacht being easy to
operate. This requirement is completely met by the BAVARIA 46 Holiday,
since winches, stoppers and levers
in the spacious cockpit are in a position favourable to reach. All sailingmanoeuvres can comfortably be driven
from the cockpit. No crew member has to
go on deck for i t.
The details are well thought-outi
a large stable cockpit table with a
voluminous bar.
SAILING
Safety and sport are no opposites
with the BAVARIA 46 Holiday. An extremely high ballast proportion
(3,8 t) ensures an enormous stiffness
of the yacht even within a very sporty
cruise. The solid furling main-gear
by Selden guarantees an undisturbed continuous operation and sails that can
easily be handled.
INTERIOR WORK
Craftsman's perfection with formalesthetical appealing mahogany interiorwork, in addition to this an amount of
space that is almost not to compare within
this yacht size - that is putting in a
nut-shell what is stipulated for the new
BAVARIA 46 Holiday below deck.
Two aft cabins each with a large doubleberth and in the forebody two cabins with
a doublé berth in each as well as a single
berth installed over it.
Altogether the BAVARIA 46 Holiday provides
accommadation for a crew of eight to ten
persons maximum without any lack of space
for one single sailor. Also the dimensions
of the berths in their length and width are
almost without competition. Furthermore
each crew member is going to find enough
stowage for personal baggage.
Midships to port, the crew is provided with
a huge bathroom with a separate shower cabin,
a washbowl and toilet. Sophisticated details:
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One of the lockers in the bathroom is
hearing valves, equalizing reservoir
and pumps for the own presswater system
on board - more service is impossible.
In the forebody, the sailors have a
further, spacious sanitary area with
shower, washbowl and toilet at their
di sposa 1 .
The pantry's concept is analogously to
the size of the crew. In particular the
big ice box meets the charter business'
requirements. It offers sufficiënt volume
for a longer cruise.
Besides the pantry, on board also a mahogany bar elegantly integrated into the
saloon meets all expectations.
CONSTRUCTION
Only a very stiff huil construction in
firm compound with solid materials makes
possible a long lasting value of a charteryacht . This formula was foliowed by BAVARIA
with the new BAVARIA Holiday 46.
Straight, continuous main bulkheads in
fore and aft body, large-scale hand-laminated
huil and deck construction, reinforcement of
the laminate in the floor area which is far
beyond the regulations stipulated by
Germanischer Lloyd, kevlar mats that are
laminated into the collision endangered
forebody, all these are only a few features
standing for solid shipbuilding.
Additionally fittings, vents and winches
by selected, we 11-reputated suppliers.
With this recipe you will have the best
basics for a high resale value at the end
of the yachts's employment in charterbus ines s .
FUTURE
Already in January 96, the yard will
introducé a BAVARIA 46 for the highdemanding owner. The yacht will orientate
only according to the most exclusiv wishes
the customers may have.
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4 Belonging to this: a coach roof which is
even flatter than with the Holiday and an
interior work of mahogany that comes up
to the most noble competition. The price
of this yacht, however, will have an unbeatable calculation as it can already be
learned from the Holiday version.
BAVARIA YACHTBAU GmbH

Giebelstadt, September 1995
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